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Faxes, Phones & Computers
When a dream team gets into challenging realities...

Allied Builders adjusts effectively in pursuing a successful end result.

Case in point: Pacific Park Plaza, a beautiful mid-rise commercial structure designed to take respected local and international companies into the new century.

TDC Hawaii, the developer, needed a finishing contractor to execute interior plans on several floors at once for firms like McDonald's, Wang and Radio Station KQMO. The project called for carefully sequenced accelerated scheduling.

"Working simultaneously with numerous specialties and variables is extremely demanding," recalls the project's interior architect, L. Dixon Steinbright, AIA. "The team had to be thorough, persistent, communicative, ready to problem-solve day and night. Allied kept each job on schedule, and they worked well with multiple trades, some from the Mainland. It was a good amalgamating effort."

Observes TDC's representative, Tom Irish: "A truly effective working rapport emerged from problems encountered initially. We are very pleased with the outcome."

1717 Akahi Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 Telephone (808) 847-3763 Contractor License BC-5068
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Business SuperCredit is a line of credit that gives you instant access to up to $2 million or more for land acquisition, pre-development expenses, working capital, expansion or any other purpose.

Your line of credit is secured by equity in commercial real estate.

Pay interest only on the funds you actually withdraw. Five year, interest-only terms mean low monthly payments and no annual renewal fee. There is no pre-payment penalty.

Building on your real estate equity with GECC Business SuperCredit is a fast and innovative answer. Call the nearest GECC office listed below and see what it can do for you.
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Intelligence applied to the art of cooking.

Our new GE radiant cooktop looks like a gleaming sheet of black glass.
Until you turn it on.
What happens then could also turn a lot of potential homebuyers on.
Because it transforms itself into one of the most beautiful cooktops they, or you, have ever seen.
Unlike conventional units, the heat comes from brightly glowing radiant elements positioned below its smooth glass surface.
This handsome 30-inch wide appliance has several more advantages over other kinds of smooth cooktops.
It heats much faster than the older ceramic units. (It also doesn't have their problems of discoloration.)
It doesn't require special pots or pans. Any metal will do, even aluminum.
And the fact that it has a sheer, unbroken top means it's easy to keep clean.
Another thoughtful touch. It has a burner that can be adjusted to match the size of pots and pans, just by turning a knob.
Our new GE radiant cooktop.
A collection of good ideas that adds up to one very bright addition to your kitchens.
President's Message

Where Are We Headed?

by Hans Riecke, FAIA
Maui Chapter President

The year is now more than halfway over, and our chapter is alive and well. Past programs and activities included a very successful golf tournament, an exciting bridge building contest, a well-attended seminar by Tom Posedly and an informative presentation by Mr. Arakaki of the Corps of Engineers on wetlands preservation and management.

Events scheduled for the rest of the year include a sandcastle contest, workshop with internationally-known planner and architect Andres Duany, a candidates forum, an affordable housing charrette, and, of course, our year's end theater/Christmas party.

To make all this happen requires the efforts of many dedicated members. I would like to take this opportunity to thank those who have committed their time and energy and again urge those who have not participated to become active.

Now, I would like to touch on a totally different subject. I just returned from an excursion to what used to be East Germany. This is a country which, for the last 45 years, was governed by a Communist regime under which virtually all aspects of life were controlled by politicians and bureaucrats. This was to be a workers' paradise where the needs of all people were guaranteed to be met by the government.

What I experienced in traveling through parts of that country and in talking to people living there was a bit different: dilapidated buildings, deteriorated roads, polluted air and water and people who were afraid. The country is bankrupt and many of its people have turned into zombies, still waiting for someone to tell them what to do and to take care of them.

Under the Communists, ability and productivity were not rewarded, but towing the party line was. There were three bureaucrats for every productive worker, one officer for every soldier. Private initiative was not only discouraged, but punished. In short, the ultimate government-controlled society had been established.

So what are we doing in the United States? Since I immigrated to this country 37 years ago, a drastic change has taken place. A relatively uncontrolled society has changed to one that is largely controlled by rules and

Continued on Page 35
The Changing Face of Architecture Offices

*Design professional finds the computer’s influence on office layout is no laughing matter*

by Jeffrey Nishi, AIA

A few years ago, while involved in a brainstorming session on the design of an architecture office which was stepping into the CAD generation, we jested about displaying the computer system in an area which would be exposed to the client. This space would be viewed from behind frameless glass walls. We further fantasized of dressing the staff in white lab coats and having them all wear plastic clip identification cards with full head ID pictures. We made light of the change in the office space and spoofed at the design impact this new generation of technology would have.

A short time later, I selected the space to be my new office. Realizing that the computer was in my future, I made a sober, and what I thought progressive, decision to provide dedicated circuits at all my drafting stations in anticipation of this new machinery. I thought this would provide amply for the future.

That being resolved, I proceeded on with the space selection based on a featured antique window with some wiggly glass panes which dominated the two-story space and flooded natural light into the work environment. Only after moving into the space and purchasing the computers did I find out what I didn’t know.

The dedicated circuits are marginally necessary and are actually a painless and minor concession as compared to the havoc this new technology is playing on my office environment. I find myself battling the shape, size and location of the work stations and the addition of more computer support equipment (plotters, printers and paper storage). The feature window, which provides a bright ambience, also reflects off the computer screens obscuring the image. Our office space is in full transition due to the introduction of the computer into the architects’ working spaces.

The entrance fee into the world of CAD technology has taken its toll on the classical working environment. The space I selected because of its high ceiling and high level of natural light has not come together as I had originally visioned. New technology has pocketed the staff into the dim corners where the CAD screens live happily, and the plotters and copy machinery now enjoy the high bright space with the feature window.

The computer station is quite different from the traditional drafting station. I have seen situations in which four stations have been packed into a space which formerly would have provided only two. Natural light sources, which are desirable for drafting situations, are quite unsuitable for the CAD stations. The traditional highly-lit drafting room is now replaced by the twilight illumination of

*It was only after choosing his office space and visualizing its design that architect Jeffrey Nishi found out what he didn’t know about computers in the work environment.*
fluorescent lighting behind parabolic defusers. CAD operators given the drafting spaces first either request blinds on all the windows or have a hood made so they can view their screens like old-time photographers. But take heart, there may be a "bright" side to this. The real work to the computer station exists on the other side of the screen, which can reduce overhead factors. If you turn off the lights, work stations can be compacted and you can rent basement space — where your computers will be most happy. **HA**

Jeffrey Nishi is principal of Jeffrey Nishi & Associates/Architects.

*CAD screens are better-suited to dim corners than the bright spaces of an office.*
Is CentraNet℠ the best all around phone system for your business?

Well, Yes and No.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>CentraNet</th>
<th>Key Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do I have to spend any money up front for special equipment?</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does my system go down if there's a power outage?</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the system's features use the telephone company's central switch?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the system checked by computer 24 hrs. a day to prevent breakdown?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is my technology automatically upgraded?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can new feature packages be added on an individual basis instead of just a system wide basis?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can I add extra features with just a phone call instead of having an installer come to my business?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can I add lines and features to other locations with just a phone call?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does CentraNet work with the phones I already have?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We thought you might appreciate a little help in choosing a new phone system for your company. A shopping list of sorts. Take a minute, go through the questions and answers.

You'll begin to realize why a CentraNet phone system from GTE Hawaiian Tel is the best answer to your company's phone system dilemma. You don't need a Ph.D. in Phone. All you need to do is call 1-800-462-6000, and order CentraNet. The way we see it, a phone system that gives a small business anything less than complete peace of mind should be out of the question.

CentraNet℠

GTE. Telecommunications consultant to the NFL® and Super Bowl XXV®
Design Decisions For the '90s

by Gibb Fischer, AIA
and Jeff Hawk

Traditionally, office design has been a mixture of several elements: fashion, function, laws and personal preference. Recently, office interiors have been affected by another design demand—environmental safety and preservation.

We’ve all heard, seen or read the abundance of information in the media concerning the environment. Such words as ozone, greenhouse, deforestation and toxic are on everyone’s lips and have had a direct impact on office design in the ‘90s.

In April of this year the AIA announced plans to publish an environmental resource guide for architects. Relying on information from the EPA, manufacturers and other conservation organizations, the publication will provide information on the environmental safety of various building products.

One manufacturer, Herman Miller Inc., has made a sustained effort to operate with ecology in mind. The furniture manufacturer has made it company policy to stop using tropical woods that cannot be obtained from sustained-yield forest sources. This means that if the wood is not from a renewable reforestation farming source, Herman Miller simply uses another type of wood.

It is this type of decision that is becoming important in office design. More and more, we will see social responsibility win out against the almighty dollar. In the past, if South American rosewood was popular and profitable, it would be cut down to the very last tree. Designers in recent times, however, have learned to say “enough,” and are willing to make socially responsible decisions even at the risk of losing a job.

The spectrum of environmental hazards extends from far-away South America right into the workplaces of the United States. Offices are environments, and there are concerns over what goes into them. Many hazards are literally right under our noses. Thus, the ecology of office buildings has recently become a key design element for architects. The problem is volatile organic chemicals in the work place, and they may cost U.S. businesses $1 billion a year in employee medical costs, lost productivity and damage to interior fixtures, furniture and equipment.

Volatile organic chemicals come from a variety of common office products. Particleboard contains acetone, a nervous system depressant that can cause drowsiness and thereby decrease productivity. Even more serious is formaldehyde, a potential carcinogen, which also is contained in particleboard. Carpets and carpet adhesive contain formaldehyde as well. This means employees can be surrounded on all sides by dangerous chemicals.

Latex caulking, used extensively in most office construction, also contains several hazardous chemicals. Caulking can contain benzene, a known carcinogen; toluene, a central nervous system depressant; and methyl ethyl ketone, which can cause nasal, skin and eye irritation.

The problem for architects is that no conclusive studies have been made to quantify or qualify the dangers of using these...
In these days of concern for high-rise fires and general safety for building occupants, the Gypsum Drywall Contractors Association would like to make a few comments.

Drywall is a very safe and effective building material for new construction, remodeling and renovation projects. Since drywall can be achieved in a 1, 2, 3 or 4 hour fire ratings, your project can be assured of just the right amount of protection for its risk and location. Additionally, drywall offers both versatility and low cost while providing this invaluable protection against fire.

Few building materials available today can claim both fire resistance and cost effectiveness... but then if you call the Gypsum Drywall Contractors Association you might find out a few other nice things about building with drywall.

For further information, call:

Gypsum Drywall Contractors of Hawaii

2828 Paa Street, Suite 3137
Honolulu, HI., Ph: 839-6517
products. Laws do not preclude their use as they are now incorporated into interior construction under standard practice.

Design, with these items in mind, can make a major difference in air quality in the workplace. Copy machines, fax machines and laser printers all contain chemical-based toners and developers and should be well-ventilated away from the working area. Cigarette smoke, another known carcinogen, should also be vented directly out of the building or eliminated altogether by recommending no-smoking policies.

However, keep in mind that ventilation systems also can cause problems by not performing well enough or by drawing in fumes from areas where auto exhaust, fumes from roofs, or other airborne pollutants are present.

How does the designer take all these elements into account? The EPA has set up an educational program on indoor air quality for architects. Though the course is only in its pilot stage, there are steps each architect and designer can take to improve a building's environment as well as the global environment.

First of all, before the site is selected, an architect should be aware of the potential pollutants that can affect a building. Such things as oil and gasoline in the earth below a building can emit fumes which can seep into a building. Nearby freeways and factories can pollute the air around a building, creating the need for filters in the ventilation system.

In the building design phase, designers should take into account the pollutants present in an office. The proper venting of pollutants from copiers, faxes and other office machines is important to employee safety.

The designer also should be highly selective when it comes to materials. Laminated wood products, furniture and carpet and ceiling coverings all can be sources of pollution. They also may be made of materials which are environmentally unsound. By choosing materials as selectively as possible, future woes can be avoided.

When the materials are installed, emissions are at their highest. Carpet adhesives, window caulking and drying paint can give off hazardous fumes. It is wise to run the ventilation system continuously until the tenants move in to allow the majority of the fumes to escape.

Granted, the list of potential hazards and dangers is a long and tedious one; it sounds like a big headache for the designer to take such seemingly unnecessary steps. However, the issue at hand is not short-term headaches, it is worker health and environmental protection.

Creating an environment that is socially responsible, not only for the worker but for the world at large, will save some pretty big headaches in the long run. The benefits of environmentally-conscious design decisions will only become apparent with time. 

Gibb Fischer is senior designer at Ferraro Choi & Associates. Jeff Hawk is a local freelance writer.
Comfort: A New Buzzword in the Workplace

by Nancy Nahas

Gone are the days when employers plopped a steel desk under a fluorescent light and expected employees to be happy and do a good job.

Along with office automation has come an increased emphasis on physically tailoring an office to its workers. More and more employers are realizing that the office environment can affect the way their employees do business.

Function, lighting, furniture layout, aesthetics and color are just some of the things taken into account when designing an office environment that enhances employee productivity, mood and efficiency, according to Janet Daniel, president of Daniel Designs and Hawaii Chapter president of the American Society of Interior Designers.

With people spending more time in the office than they do awake at home, it is essential to have a workplace they are comfortable in, she said. "People are more productive when they enjoy their workplace," Daniel said.

Functionality is the first thing Daniel considers when designing an office space for a client. The space must be designed around the needs of the user, she said.

Daniel also considers aesthetics and how the office environment affects someone's psychology, because design of an office space plays a huge role in employee productivity, she said.

Furniture is another important aspect of office design.

Conventional office furniture is fading in popularity, and new modular units that can be adapted to each employee's needs are coming to the forefront of office design. Systems furniture allows more people to fit into less space, important in Hawaii's costly commercial market. Daniel said.

According to an article titled "Understanding the System" in the June 1990 issue of Modern Office Technology, systems furniture offers employers more flexibility in less space, reduced maintenance costs and room for growth. For these reasons, systems furniture is the fastest growing segment in the office furniture industry today.

"Systems furniture components tend to be less massive, easy to assemble and link, and, because dimensions are standard, easy to configure in very limited space," the article stated.

Patricia M. Fernberg, in an article titled, "Modular Systems: Divide and Conquer Space" in the September 1989 issue of Modern Office Technology, said modular furniture offers greater variety, aesthetics and ergonomic features at a better price than traditional...
furnishings.

"In addition, employees increasingly are concerned with the ergonomics, aesthetics and the psychological aspects of the office and its furnishings, and they're drawn to those furnishings with visual and tactile appeal," Fernberg states.

Lighting is another important consideration when designing office space. Daniel said she prefers natural lighting in an office, but mixes it with incandescent, fluorescent and halogen lighting. "A variety of lighting is less tiring to people," she said.

With all the interest in the psychology of color, employers also want to color their workplaces in shades that will increase output as well as decrease stress for their employees.

When choosing color for an office, Daniel said she leans toward greens because they are more healing than other color families, but each office must be considered individually.

If the work area will house a lot of people, Daniel said she likes to use carpeting and wall coverings to absorb noise. Artwork and plants humanize the workplace and provide visual relief, she added.

Daniel said with more people working on computers, employers are more selective about the chairs and monitors they purchase. Office design has become progressively more sophisticated, Daniel said, primarily because the consumer has gotten more sophisticated.

"It's an awareness that has accumulated over the last five, six or seven years," she said.

With the wide range of prices and quality in office furniture, employers have more choices today than a decade ago, Daniel said. "New technology has given consumers a nice range and selection. It's refreshing for everybody."  

Our reds, whites and blues were here before the Red, White and Blue. It's been over 30 years since Hawaii became the 50th state.

Yet for all that time and more, Ameritone/Devoe has been heroically weathering even the harshest sun, wind, rain and humidity the Islands can dish out.

That's because every batch of Ameritone/Devoe goes through no less than 29 grueling performance tests. To insure the utmost in quality and durability.

In fact, we're so at home here, we keep a huge inventory right on the Islands. Including 860 colors, patriotic and otherwise.

Ameritone/Devoe.
Hawaii's paint since 1954.

Ameritone Paint
1555 Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu 96817
641-691
Kapa Paint Supply
934-A Kipu Rd. Kapaa 96746
822-1788

Ameritone Maui
140 Alanui St., Kahului 96732
871-734

930 Hana Hwy., Lahaina 96761
607-2814

Ameritone/Devoe Paints
184 Puako St., Hilo 96720
945-2011

Ameritone/Devoe Paints
7-5890 Alapa St., Kona 96745
529-2566
WHERE PEOPLE MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

We give a lot of care and attention to those things that we can do better for our customers. Because, in the concrete products business, being better is a day to day challenge.

We offer a broad product line—from sealants to admixtures. We produce several of our own products at our Ewa Beach plant where we’ve invested in Hawaii’s only packaged concrete dry-blending facility. And we operate six different sales offices and warehouses—from Kona to Saipan.

We also know that all this and more wouldn’t mean diddly to you if our people didn’t do the job for you. Day in and day out.
Sure, it's gorgeous. And the sophisticated beauty you see on the surface runs all the way through, so maintaining that smooth finish is as easy as an occasional polishing. But it's also extremely versatile, easily accessible, and it's backed by a 10-year limited warranty.

You may not have expected that kind of practicality from such an elegant countertop. But that's why we named it The Solid Solution. Because it's the solid surfacing solution to your kitchen and bath design problems. Call for information:
Causes and Cures for Leaky Roofs in Hawaii

If you were involved with selecting, buying or applying commercial roofs before 1970, you had it made. At least if you lived in Hawaii. The only proven roofing materials available were hot asphalt, rag felts and glass plies from half a dozen producers. Plus a little cutback asphalt emulsion, glassf Fab, perlite and fiberglass insulation boards. That was it.

Given those basic materials, roofing crews generally did acceptable work. And built-up roofs would last 10, 15 or more years, depending on location and the absence of ponding water.

Since that time many more roofing options have become available. And the opportunities to increase (or shorten) membrane roofing life have proliferated. Regular asphalt, modified bitumen, urethane coatings, metal, rubber single-ply — each deserves to be considered. Picking a roof can be confusing . . .

Which leads us to an offer you can't refuse. ONE: We have an excellent NRCA 25-minute slide show on built-up, modified, single-ply and coatings. TWO: We have a 12-page article "Causes and Cures for Leaky Roofs in Hawaii" which compares roofs by longevity, availability and cost.

THREE: Carlisle™ single-ply systems discussion and lunch or pauhana pupus for groups of eight or more. Call now to arrange a meeting in your office.

We do not charge for design or product consultations. Ask for Bill South or Bob Hockaday.

Office Design

Honfed Tower Tenants Treated to Premium Office Space

A new commercial building will grace Kapiolani Boulevard behind Ala Moana Shopping Center in Honolulu early in 1991. Leo A. Daly serves as project architect as well as providing full interior design services for future improvements in the 15-story, 112,000-square-foot office building.

The Daly architectural team incorporated lush green gardening concepts as the main theme for the structure, which is set back from the street to allow gardens to surround the building with flowering ground covers, shrubs and ornamental trees such as bougainvillea, manila palm, silver queen and MacArthur palm. Planting is brought into and under the base of the building in the motor banking plaza, and extends into the lobby arcade through the use of a backlit trellis of flowering plantings. Balcony levels and roof gardens of the offices and parking levels are planted with colorful flowering vines and shrubs.

The ground floor contains banking facilities for Honfed Bank and has been designed to relate to the lively pedestrian activity along Kapiolani and Kona Street adjoining the shopping center. The polished red granite clad walls of the building base frame large decorative windows which allow generous interior views of the banking activities and lobby-arcade from the perimeter walks and streets.

Large portals at Kapiolani and Kona Street elevations provide a stately inviting entrance into the arcade and lobby. Granite finishes are continued from the exterior into the interior where they are utilized on the floors and walls in polished and rough finishes of the same stone.

The upper seven stories of the building provide office spaces located around a central elevator and utility core. This allows outstanding views from all office floors to the ocean, mountains and cityscape of Honolulu and gives tenants prime office accommodations.

The desirability of this office space is further enhanced by the provision of exterior balconies, providing roof gardens at many office locations. These roof gardens also add exterior interest to the design of the building by shaping its exterior forms in a striking sculptured non-conforming shape.

Granite, natural-colored finished aluminum, warm-toned glass, flowering garden balconies and ground floor gardens provide a Hawaiian environment both comfortable in its setting and appealing to those that will experience it in its urban Honolulu setting.

When completed, Honfed Tower, developed by Honvest Corp., will have Honfed Bank as the major anchor tenant with 10,000 square feet of ground space with drive-up tellers. Additionally, other tenants will occupy seven office floors totaling 108,000 square feet. These include the tower's architect, Leo A. Daly, and other commercial clients. A six-level parking structure allows for 362 car stalls.
The upper seven stories provide office spaces located around a central elevator and utility core, allowing outstanding views from all office floors to the ocean, mountains and cityscape.

Upon completion in early 1991, Honfed Tower will comprise 15 stories and 112,000 square feet of office space.
HAWAII COUNCIL / AIA 1990 DESIGN AWARDS

--- Award of Merit ---

Group 70 / Arnold Savrann, AIA
The Lodge at Koele

JURY COMMENTS:

"This is an attempt at a different kind of destination resort for Hawaii. It has the feeling of an English manor rather than a beach hotel."

"The interior design; the detailing, the finishes and the furnishings are comfortable and elegant."

A restored reservoir became a significant element in the lodge's landscape.
Located approximately 2,000 feet above sea level next to Lanai City, Koele is a unique off-ocean location for a five-star Hawaiian hotel. It was the site of the long-defunct Lanai Ranch and is at the base of wooded hills overlooking pastures and pineapple fields.

The Lodge at Koele, a 102-room hotel owned by Castle & Cooke, Inc. and managed by Rock Resort, was conceived as the ample house of a kamaaina family. Its site plan recognizes the existing trees which were retained and which strongly influenced the parti. A reservoir overgrown with vegetation was restored and filled to become a significant landscape element.

The hotel's architecture responds to the country home theme and reflects elements of the oldest residence on the island: the Bloomfield-Brown house. Specific hotel features such as the broad entry lanai, the music room, library and trophy room support the gracious Hawaiian lifestyle of a time past.

The interior design, an integral element of the concept, also responds to the country estate theme. Furniture, art and accessories are idiosyncratic and personal, much as one would expect in a home rather than a hotel. The intent of the site plan, landscaping and architecture is to give the sense of the lodge “having always been there.”

The Lodge at Koele is a study in contrasts. It is an inland hotel in Hawaii’s beach-oriented hotel market. It is a hotel that conveys the personality of someone’s home and evokes a time past with all the most modern conveniences and services. The intent of the lodge’s architects and designers was to respond to these opposing forces with the measured grace of Hawaii’s kamaaina past.

CREDITS:
Owner/Developer:
Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Principal Architects:
Group 70/Arnold Savrann, AIA
Francis S. Oda, AIA, AICP
Hitoshi Hida, AIA
Robert K.L. Wong, AIA
Contractor:
G.W. Murphy Construction Co., Inc.
Landscape Architect:
Walters Kimura Motoda, Inc.
Civil Engineer:
M & E Pacific, Inc.
Structural Engineer:
Robert Englekirk, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer:
Benjamin S. Notkin/Hawaii Inc.
Electrical Engineer:
Toft Moss Farrow & Associates
The challenge for Kober/Hanssen/Mitchell Architects in designing the Ko Olina Visitor Center, a 1990 Hawaii Council/AIA design award winner, was to "create an office/visitor center that introduces visitors to a unique Hawaiian resort community."

"Exciting," "stimulating" and "sophisticated" were qualities the developer, Herbert Horita, sought in setting a standard for resort communities with the new resort located in rural west Oahu. These qualities had to be evident in the center's design, function and ambience.

The building's main function would be as the resort's primary marketing tool, where future guests, the travel industry, potential visitors and the public could gather to hear the Ko Olina story. The center also would demonstrate the developer's commitment in marketing the resort, as well as setting a standard of excellence in design for the entire project.

The architecture, interiors and landscape of the visitors center combine to form a sequential experience that informs and excites the visitor. The building site, on a bluff overlooking one of the resort's manmade lagoons, integrates the mountains with the sea.

Upon entry to the center, the visitor can preview a display of Hawaiian artifacts prior to viewing a presentation in the sophisticated multimedia theater. Visitors then pass through a series of display areas, each describing a different aspect of the resort.

It was important that visitors proceed through the facility on a specific route. This allowed the building to be seen appropriately with the climactic conditions of the site. The gallery and theater, which required a closed structure, were placed where the views were not critical. The room requiring the best view was located at the point closest to the beach, offering a sweeping panorama of the lagoon and future developments beyond.

Offices were designed to continue the visitor experience and quality standard. Conference rooms are located to take advantage of the views, especially the dramatic sunsets.

The overall design recalls the natural beauty of the nearby shoreline and overall resort. Sandblasted coral/limestone aggregate concrete walls, sandstone pavers, bleached teak, copper roofs and sisal carpets were selected to recall the natural beauty of the nearby shoreline and overall resort.

The center's main function is as a marketing tool, where the public can gather to hear the Ko Olina story.
CREDITS:
Owner/Developer:
West Beach Estates
Architect:
Kober/Hanssen/Mitchell
Architects
Civil:
Community Planning
Structural:
Shigemura, Lau, Sakanashi,
Higuchi & Associates, Inc.
Mechanical:
Frederick H. Kohloss & Associates
Landscape:
PBR/Hawaii
Interiors:
Kober/Hanssen/Mitchell
Architects
Exec. Contractor/
Construction Manager:
KG (Hawaii) Construction
General Contractor:
Albert C. Kobayashi, Inc.
Media Consultant:
Tom Coffman/Producer's
Workshop
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JURY COMMENTS:
"Good, thoughtful, straightforward architecture."

"Although this is not an inexpensive building, the jury was impressed with the restraint of the architects in their choice for details, materials and finishes. The design solution demonstrates attentive consideration at every level of the project."

Offices were designed to continue the visitor experience and take advantage of the views.
EXCELLENCE

Through Teamwork.

One Main Plaza — An upscale, one of a kind, six story office complex with six floors of parking, built for S&P Partners in Wailuku, Maui.

G.W. Murphy Construction Co., Inc.
650 Kakoi Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
(808) 836-0454
License No. ABC-14649
Calculating the Impact of the Personal Computer

The PC's universal acceptance has revolutionized all aspects of practice

by Larry Ho, AIA

Walk into a Honolulu architectural office today, and you would witness employees using a number of small desktop computers to perform a variety of tasks related to both architecture and business. Since the introduction of the personal computer and its universal acceptance into the workplace, small computers have revolutionized all aspects of practice, from the way we work and the types of work that we are now able to address, to the things and services we produce.

Clearly, the computer has been embraced by the modern Honolulu architectural practice. The typical office boasts a number of computers, used for a variety of purposes:

- design, drafting and presentation (CAD, desktop publishing)
- specification writing (word processing, data base)
- project/general accounting (spreadsheets, accounting software)
- project and office scheduling (project scheduling software)
- product lists, schedules (data base software)
- architectural program and publication production (word processing, desktop publishing)
- remote data base inquiries, research (data communications software)
- facilities management (data base, specialized software)
- general productivity aids (personal scheduler, electronic rolodex).

Interesting new technologies are now being combined with the computer, resulting in exciting new applications that are currently available, albeit little used locally. Of these technologies, one of the more useful and immediately applicable in the architectural office is the storage of vast amounts of retrievable text data on a single compact disk (CD), identical to commercial music recording CDs. McGraw-Hill, publishers of Sweet's Catalog, now offers all Sweet's subscribers a CD version of their catalogs. Using a CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory) equipped computer, an architect can now execute a rapid and thorough search through the entire catalog with the capability to search for products by name, manufacturer or descriptive keyword.

Another McGraw-Hill product utilizes Expert Systems technology to assist the architect in writing specifications. The "SweetSpec" service utilizes a combination of software and data communications to allow architects to apply a mainframe-based specification writing.

New laser technology has produced machines that can make precisely-cut model parts of incredible detail.
A perfect way to Pave.

Colored, interlocking concrete paving stones. Beautiful, economical and perfectly practical.

Beautify any outdoor walking or driving area with your choice of style and earthtone colors. Color that lasts, and texture that won’t let you slip.

They’re practical, too.

Installation requires no mortar, so they’re easily removed for underground repairs that are invisible.

Properly installed, paving stones won’t shift, sink, or crack, even under heavy vehicular loads.

(They’re 8000 psi vs 3000 psi for Bomanite.)

You can see Interlocking Paving Stones in the State’s new Kewalo Basin Park, opening this September.

Over 15,000 sq. ft. of pathways and promenades, in a spectacular setting at the entrance of Kewalo Basin.

Why not perfect your next paving project?

Call now for information or a brochure:

INTERLOCKING PAVING STONES Hawaii
931 University Ave., Ste. 205. Ph. 941-2270

program to their projects under a standard cost-per-specification-section fee schedule. The system emulates a human spec writer, prompting the user to answer a number of questions about the project. Each successive question is based on initially-provided information as well as previous answers. Upon completion of the question/answer session, the information is transmitted via modem to a mainframe computer on the mainland that produces the final specification.

Expert Systems technology has the potential to revolutionize business computing in the '90s, just as the personal computer did in the '80s. This technology combines software and hardware to emulate the activities of a human expert, allowing non-expert users to address tasks and problems they ordinarily would not be able to handle. Expert Systems already enjoys wide acceptance in the financial, high technology and service sectors of the economy, with systems in use at Fortune 500 companies such as American Express, Motorola, Digital Equipment Corp., Federal Express and IBM.

The integration of video technology with computer-aided modeling and rendering offers exciting possibilities for near-term implementation and development. Due to the drop in cost of computing power in the last decade, this technology is now open even to those with modest means.

Image manipulation technology may completely supersede, or at least seriously compete with, the traditional hand renderings architects have produced in the past. An architect can now rely on a computer to accurately construct a properly-shaded image of a building design in lieu of a hand-drawn perspective. This image can then be combined with an actual photograph or video image of the setting for a Continued
Market slowdown predicted for 1990s

Pearl City band marches to beat of Macy's Parade

Work begins on Leilehua Village

Housing developments come to life

For more information on any PMP publication, call 621-8200.
Architectural model-making also has felt the impact of new technologies and computers. Computer-driven milling machines have been around for years, and have been used to produce architectural models in the past. The development of smaller and more powerful computers along with new laser technology has resulted in a self-contained model-making tool no larger than the average pen plotter that can produce precisely-cut model parts of incredible detail directly from CAD files. If the history of other computer-related products is a clue to the future of these tools, we should see the price drop from the current $125,000 to the $30,000 to $40,000 range within the next three years.

The early '90s will see networks of powerful workstations become commonplace in architectural offices. Raw machine power will be supplemented by intuitive, easy-to-learn-and-use interfaces that will allow operators to achieve levels of productivity presently uncommon. Some currently available examples of these types of interface devices include:

- Sensor gloves which allow a user to interface with a computer through gestures and hand movements without striking or touching a sensing surface such as a pad or keyboard.
- Voice recognition systems which recognize and implement spoken commands.
- Handwriting recognition devices which recognize and convert handwriting into computer-useable text and commands.
- Miniaturized image reflection headsets which use
LED technology and an oscillating mirror to "scan" a display image directly on the user's eye. The resulting image from this lightweight headset is the appearance of the computer-generated display superimposed on the user's field of vision and apparently floating in space 2 feet in front of the user.

Finally, the '90s will provide our profession with amazing new tools that will enable us to create full-size model "realities" of newly-designed spaces. Through the use of existing technologies such as reflective image projectors or holography, a convincing, true-scale computer-generated virtual model may be "experienced" by participants, without the use of cumbersome CRTs or projection screens. Even more exciting are new developments in interactive devices, such as the sensor glove, which when coupled with tremendous computing power will enable participants to interact with the computer-generated virtual environment. Participants will not only be able to see what a space looks like, but will be able to move around inside that space, opening doors and moving objects.

We have come a long way with the use of the computer in architectural practice through the last decade. Few visionaries in 1980 would have been able to predict the rapidity of growth of computer technology or the sheer scale with which computers would affect our everyday working lives over the following decade. It's exciting to think that we can look forward to even more developments in the decade to come. 

Larry Ho is a project manager at Ferraro Choi & Associates, Ltd. He has over 10 years of experience with mainframe, mini and personal computer systems in business and architecture. His current focus of interest is Expert Systems applications in architectural practice.
A Look at What’s New

Remember when computers weighed 25 to 30 pounds and were about the size of a microwave oven? The thought of taking one with you on a business trip and placing it on the food tray of an airplane probably seemed as remote as the Berlin Wall crumbling.

Well, welcome to the age of modern technology, where laptop computers weigh as little as 6 pounds, fit into briefcases and produce documents, spreadsheets and contracts as well as any computer on the market.

Portable laptops are changing the face of business and may be the answer to ultimate efficiency.

They can be hooked up to other computers by attaching a modem, and files can be transferred back and forth. Most laptops weigh approximately 6 pounds and can hook up to any printer. Among the most popular are Toshiba, Compaq, Zenith and Epson. All are IBM compatible and are equipped with a hard drive. Prices range from $1,200 to $4,000, depending on megabyte capability, standard and optional features.

The Toshiba T100OXE (left) features a 20MB hard disk drive, 1MB RAM, battery pack and universal AC adapter. Options include an external floppy disk drive and an automobile power adapter. It weighs 6.2 pounds and is a slim 1.78 inches thick, small enough to fit into a briefcase.

Wonder what’s in store for communications technology during the next 10 years? According to Michael Linos, vice president of marketing for Honolulu Cellular, emphasis will be on extending area coverage and producing a line of lighter, more powerful cellular phones and faxes.

Examples of the latest innovations include a new personal phone that fits inside a shirt pocket or small purse, and the new cellular answering service. Cellular customers can check their messages 24 hours a day from their portable phone or any other regular service phone.

Reprinted in part from Hawaii Realtor® Journal.
The Circle Completes Itself

*Tile, resurfing in popularity, is one of the oldest building materials still being manufactured*

by Dana Pirics

We are forever creating the "new and modern" present by borrowing from the past. This can be seen everywhere — in the fashion industry, morality and politics. It also holds true in the tile industry.

Keeping in mind that tile trends seem to run in approximately 20-year cycles, the history of tile is quite amazing. Created 1,000 years before the birth of Christ, tile is one of the oldest building materials still being manufactured.

People can walk into new buildings of the '80s and feel as if they are stepping back in time. While many buildings constructed in the 1920s, '40s and '60s are sometimes overlooked as obsolete, there is currently a resurgence of tile work from those periods.

What is causing this renaissance?

One of the most prevalent complaints heard throughout the architectural and design industry concerning tile is that most tile continues to "look the same."

In lieu of the availability of "different" tile, designers and architects must constantly strive to develop new and creative ways of working with tile by combining colors, textures and sizes into exciting, trendsetting patterns.

Designers and architects tend to borrow from the past to reconstruct and refine decorating opportunities, resulting in the resurgence of "old to new."

Another reason for this renaissance appears to be the unconscious desire to return to "grass roots" — to slow down the hectic pace of modern society. What better way to do this than to surround ourselves with memories of "better-days-gone-by" in the buildings where we work and live?
Closing the door (temporarily, I might add) to the high tech futuristic styles of today opens the door to borrowing from our detailed and artfully designed tile projects of yesteryear.

“There is a whole trend toward pattern and detailing that has been lacking in architectural finishes. We are now heading in that direction,” according to Nancy Lyman-Peacock, AIA.

How do we recognize these trends?

Color
The dark browns and oranges, or “muddys,” of the ’60s evolve into a mix of warm neutrals with splashes of bright, trendy “now” colors to become the “new” trends of the ’80s.

Color detailing with tile has moved out of the bathroom and into all areas in commercial and residential projects.

Size
Tile will always need to be scaled properly to the size of the room in which it is to be installed. However, mosaic tile (1 inch by 1 inch to 2 inches by 2 inches) is experiencing a strong comeback. This resurgence, in large part, is due to improved grout additives which help eliminate major cleaning problems of the past.

Mosaics make possible artistic detailing on projects where a splash of color and a touch of intricacy is desired.

Marie Calander Restaurants display this creativity to the fullest extent by utilizing color and size to establish an atmosphere rich in detail.

On a more subdued level, using mosaics to transcend an otherwise purely functional and institutional atmosphere, Foodland Stores create a “homespun” feeling for busy shoppers.

Yesterday’s 6 inch by 6 inch porcelain paver has taken on chameleon-like characteristics to suit multiple applications. A 4 inch by 4 inch smooth surface porcelain tile for a bathroom becomes an 8 inch by 8 inch “slate” surface in a busy shopping mall only to dress up as a 12 inch by 12 inch highly polished granite look-alike for a bank.

Shape
The smaller hexagon “muddy” brown has become the larger pastel glazed “octagon and dot.” Parallelograms, octagons, triangles, pickets (elongated hexagons), rectangles, fish scales and valencias are all on the return.

Tile will continue to be a beautiful and functional building material. And in this “jet” age of progressive designs, let us not forget that most discriminating design ideas have been borrowed from our past.

Dana Pirics is a representative with Coast Enterprises of Hawaii.
Three Hawaii entries won merit honors at the Pacific Coast Builders Conference 27th annual Gold Nugget “Best in the West” Award ceremonies.

Ko Olina Visitor Center, Kamoana Place, Ewa, designed by Kober/Hanssen/Mitchell Architects, won a Merit Award in the Best Public or Private Special Use Facility category. The builder is Albert C. Kobayashi, Inc. and the developer is West Beach Estates.

The Riecke Sunland Kono Office Building, Kahului, received merit honors in the Best Office/Professional Building (under 50,000 square feet) category. Dave Sharp Contracting is the builder, and developer credit goes to Hwe Partnership.

Capturing a Merit Award in the Best “On the Boards” category Community Site Plan - Over 100 Acres, was Lahaina Master Planned Project, Lahaina. The developer is state of Hawaii, Housing Finance Development Corp. Land planner is PBR Hawaii.
The Riecke Sunland Kono Office Building in Kahului earned a merit award in the Best Office/Professional Building category.

The Gold Nugget Award competition, co-sponsored annually by PCBC and SUN/COAST Architect/Builder magazine, salutes the outstanding achievements in architectural design and land-use planning for residential, commercial and industrial projects in the 14 western states.

This year’s winners were selected by a 15-judge panel from a record 887 entries. Gold Nugget Award Chairman Joe Pickett Jr. of Fresno said, “These winning entries will become the trends that sweep east to capture the imagination of architects, builders and buyers alike throughout the nation.”

The Pacific Coast Builders Conference, sponsored by the California Building Industry Association (CBIA), is the oldest and largest regional building industry conference and new products exhibit in the nation. HA
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regulations, bureaucrats and politicians. The trend is still going in that direction.

I, for one, spend most of my energy during each working day dealing with the rules and regulations instead of doing productive work. Are we improving the quality of our lives? I don't think so. On the contrary, our buildings are becoming more expensive, but not necessarily better or more beautiful, and the infrastructure of our cities and towns is deteriorating.

We may not realize it, but we are paying an enormous price for those controls and the army of regulators. In the United States we have not reached the state of affairs I found in East Germany by a long shot, but the proliferation of layer upon layer of federal, state and local rules has already had a significant impact on cost and productivity in this country.

Writers, story ideas sought for HA

_Hawaii Architect_ is seeking writers to contribute to the magazine. If you have ideas for articles, know of interesting topics, or need deadline or focus information, please contact Aimee Holden at 621-8200 or write: Hawaii Architect, 1034 Kilani Ave., Ste. 108, Wahiawa, HI 96786.
Honolulu Chapter Welcomes 8

The Honolulu Chapter/AIA has added five new members and three associate members to its ranks.

Norman L. Bechtold holds a bachelor of architecture degree from Arizona State University in Tempe. He currently is head of the Interior Design Department at Chaminade University of Honolulu.

Married, he enjoys drawing, sketching, traveling and model railroading.

Samuel H. Brown Jr., with Brown Design Architects, holds a bachelor of architecture from Howard University, a master’s in architecture from Harvard University and a bachelor of science in chemistry from Virginia Union University. His pastimes include photography, snorkeling, painting, backgammon and sailing.

Employed by The CJS Group Architects Ltd., Leonard James Cardoni holds a bachelor of architecture degree from California State Polytechnic University and an associate of arts degree from Santa Ana College.

He is married, and his hobbies include tennis, snow skiing, traveling, collecting antiques and artwork.

Robert E. Oliver III, an amateur radio buff, earned a bachelor of architecture degree from Clemson University. He is self-employed.

Terry Stephens, with the University of Hawaii School of Architecture, holds a bachelor of architecture degree from the University of California, Berkeley. He has three grown children, and his pastimes include gardening, Model “A” Ford restoration, hiking and creative writing. He also is a member of the Classic Yacht Association.

The Honolulu Chapter also welcomes associate members Peter T. Coffin, Diane M. Irikura and David D. Moore.

Employed by Media Five Limited, Coffin holds a bachelor’s degree in environmental design from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.

Irikura, with AM Partners Inc., is a graduate of the UH School of Architecture.

A Cal Poly San Luis Obispo graduate and now employed by Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo, Moore’s hobbies include running, biking and skiing.
The Waikiki Beautification Project started from the ground up, literally. From Kalakaua Avenue at Ala Moana clear down to the intersection of Kapahulu, 150,000 square feet of architect-specified Paver Tiles were laid in four-inch squares complementing Hawaii’s sand and earth tones. In addition to looking beautiful, the tiles are skid-resistant, have a low moisture absorbency, and are extremely durable. Next time you’re in Waikiki, count the tiles. You’ll find more than a million examples of our art.
New Products

Split System Now Available To Cool Hawaii's Interiors

The Hitachi Split-Type air conditioner is now available through Hitachi Sales Corporation of Hawaii, Inc.

The split system air conditioning system has enjoyed tremendous acceptance in Hawaii's residential homes, condominiums and small offices. In many cases it replaces the window air conditioner and the duct-type central system.

The Hitachi split-type air conditioning system uses a separate indoor fan coil, hung on a wall, and an outside condensing unit, connected by refrigerant piping that only requires a 3-inch hole through the wall. Extremely silent operation, slim and attractive design and high technology are trademarks of the system.

Information and availability of the Hitachi Split-Type air conditioner can be obtained by calling Home Comfort Air Conditioning at 235-4763.
You Lead...They Follow

Looking for the competitive edge? Seeking increased curb appeal that moves you ahead of the crowd and adds to your bottom line? Then think about MONIER ROOF TILE.

For over half a century MONIER has specialized in creating innovative roofing products that add distinctive individuality in a development world populated by clones.

You can choose our Signature Series to provide your projects with a color-blended personality all their own. Architects can now specify Styleline to add that touch of “softness” to any roofline or use our Homestead tile to replace combustible wood shakes, without the loss of aesthetic value. The choices are endless!

Let MONIER ROOF TILE give you a head start. Call or write our nearest sales office for our colorful brochures on our full range of products.

MONIER ROOF TILE
The Leading Edge In Roof Tile

MONIER ROOF TILE
91-185 Kalaeloa Blvd., Ewa Beach, Hawaii 96707, (808) 682-4523
Arizona, Phoenix
(602) 269-2288
California, Corona
(714) 757-5888
California, Orange
(714) 538-8822
California, Stockton
(209) 982-1473
Florida, Lakeland
(813) 665-5316
Maryland, Baltimore
(301) 335-8822
Texas, Duncanville
(214) 299-5233
Washington, Tacoma
(206) 581-3666